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Abstract— Previously there used to be two types of meters 

which were namely the 1) Dial type and the 2) Digital type. 

The dial type meters became outdated and the digital meters 

were widely implemented by all electricity operators as they 

were more accurate and efficient. Now these digital meters 

register electricity utilization in terms of (kWh). The current 

technique of meter reading is a person from electricity 

operator who visits housing premises and manually reads 

the meters which becomes very hectic sometimes. This 

requires large amount of hardwork, labour operators and 

long working hours to accomplish data reading and billing 

of the entire area. The reading systems which are controlled 

by human billing employees can cause error and moreover 

meters placed in remote locations are not easy to reach. The 

condition of such systems becomes even worse sometimes 

due to weather conditions. With an objective to achieve 

efficient meter reading, reduce billing error and operation 

costs, Automatic Multiple Meter Reading System 

(AMMRS) plays a very important role to address the above 

mentioned problems. AMMRS is an effective mean of data 

collection that allow considerable saving through the 

reduction of meter re-read, greater data accuracy, allow 

frequent reading, improved billing and customer service, 

more timely energy profiles and consumption trends updates 

and better deployment of human resources. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are many electricity meters in a housing society, 

office building etc. which measure the amount of electricity 

used. This measured data is usually read manually. This data 

is used to prepare electricity bills for the customers of the 

company providing electricity supply. The disadvantages of 

this method are that there is a possibility of human error and 

the person takes a few hours to visit the site, take the 

readings and return with the readings. Automatic Multiple 

Meters Reading System (AMMRS) is a system which can 

accurately and speedily (in a few minutes) collect meter 

readings from a remote place in an economically viable 

manner. This will improve billing to a great extent. Also, 

future enhancements for this system are tamper-detection of 

meters and the facility that customers can track their usage. 

The action of reading the meters will be initiated from 

Collector Unit using a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

developed with the help of vb 2006 Collector Unit will be 

with the company and it comprises of Computer and GSM 

Modem which will be interfaced using RS-232 protocol. 

The GUI will be used to send a Request SMS through GSM 

Modem using AT command set to the Reader Unit. The 

Reader Unit of system which will be wired with the meters 

will receive the Request SMS. Its microcontroller will 

contact the meters sequentially through multiplexer and 

demultiplexer and collect the readings from the meters 

through Wired Asynchronous Serial Communication. The 

readings will be transmitted in the form of SMSes through a 

GSM modem using AT command set to the Collector Unit. 

The GSM modems of Reader Unit and Collector Unit will 

communicate using GSM antenna connected to them 

through SMA antenna connector. The Data SMSes 

containing meter readings along with account nos. will be 

received at Collector Unit. The GUI which was used to send 

Request SMS will be used to display the received data i.e. 

Meter Readings along with Account Nos. on the Collector 

Unit computer screen in a user-friendly manner. 

 
Fig. 1: 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

According to Mr. Rahul Ganesh Sarangle, Prof. Dr. Uday 

Pandit Khot ,Prof. Jayen Modi / International Journal of 

Engineering Research and Applications (IJERA) ISSN: 

2248-9622 www.ijera.com Vol. 2, Issue 4, June-July 2012, 

pp.664-671, Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) technology, 

electrical utilities (EUs) have been exploiting their own 

infrastructure to bill their customers in an efficient and 

economical way. As the amount of data that has to be send 

is quite low related to the available time to perform this task, 

AMR applications have been demanding low bit rates. At 

this moment, as the (Eu) are exploring and demanding other 

services as load and alarm management, distance monitoring 

and disconnections, etc. In this context, the Low Voltage 

modems should provide more throughout while keeping the 

cost of the hardware low. Thus the results of this low 

complexity AMR technology has to deploy an AMR 

network, the cost of the equipment on the customer premises 

and the added value services that system. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 
Fig. 2: Collector Unit 
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The action of reading the meters will be initiated 

from Collector Unit as shown in “Fig.2” using a Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) developed with the help of VB 

.Collector Unit comprises of Computer and GSM Modem 

which will be interfaced using RS-232 protocol. The GUI 

will be used to send a Request SMS through GSM Modem 

using AT command set to the Reader Unit.   

 
Fig. 3: System Flow 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM & WORKING 

A. GUI for Collector Unit hardware 

This GUI will be developed using vb 2006.. When ‘Request’ 

command button is clicked, a Request SMS is sent to the 

Reader Unit. This SMS is sent using the AT Command Set. 

For e.g. When, GSM modem is interfaced with a computer, 

AT command +CMGS can be used for sending SMS and 

AT command +CMGR can be used for receiving SMS. The 

Reader Unit collects the readings of all the meters and sends 

it in the form of SMSes to the Collector Unit. The GUI will 

display the Meter Readings with their corresponding 

Account No. as shown in the diagram. It will also display 

the time at which the SMS was received including date, 

month and year. It will also display address and mobile 

phone no. associated with the source location Reader Unit. 

B. Meters: 

Block diagram of Hardware Section of AMMRS is as shown 

in Fig. 1. The function of the meters, here, is to provide a 

digital count that simulates the count of a digital electricity 

meter. A meter is basically a counter which counts 

(measures) the amount of a certain parameter for e.g. 

electricity. Hence, for the meters, the microcontroller uses 

its in-built registers as digital counters which are 

incremented at intervals of programmed time delay for e.g. 1 

sec. The digital count is given to an LCD screen. In this way 

two meters are realized. Hence, here, the meters are actually 

delay-meters i.e. the count value of the meter indicates the 

no. of times the delay loop in the microcontroller was 

executed. 

C. Reader Unit: 

The function of the Reader Unit is to sequentially contact 

the meters and collect their readings.  The first step is that 

microcontroller will give out Meter Identification No. of 

Meter No. 1 to the select lines of demultiplexer and 

multiplexer. Thus microcontroller will be connected to 

Meter No. 1. Then it will give an interrupt to the meter 

through demultiplexer. Now, the meter will send its reading 

through multiplexer to the microcontroller. Now, the 

microcontroller can provide Meter Identification No. for the 

next meter and carry out the process of obtaining the meter 

reading. In this manner, meter readings of first to last meters 

can be collected. Microcontroller is interfaced with the GSM 

modem using RS-232 protocol which is communication 

protocol for Asynchronous Serial Communication. The 

collection of readings is sent through the GSM modem to 

the Collector Unit in the form of SMSes. SMSes can be 

sent/received through the GSM modem using AT command 

set. An LCD screen is used in the Reader Unit to indicate its 

status of operation for e.g. ‘Sending Readings’, ‘Request 

Received’ etc. 

D. Collector Unit: 

The function of Collector Unit is to send Request SMS, 

receive Data SMSes and to display the meter readings along 

with the corresponding account nos. The hardware section 

of Collector Unit comprises of a GSM Modem interfaced 

with a Computer (Windows PC). GSM Modem is interfaced 

with the computer using RS-232 protocol. This hardware 

section is used effectively using a GUI as described under 

the heading ‘GUI for Collector Unit hardware’. 

 
Fig. 4: Block Diagram 

V. ADVANTAGES 

a) Wireless -- In this project we are interfacing with GSM 

modules for transmitting data between two remotely 

located Mechanism Unit and Controller Unit. 

b) Effective & Efficient meter reading -- AMMR is an  

effective mean of data collection that allow substantial 

saving through the reduction of meter re-read, greater 
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data accuracy, allow frequent reading, improved billing 

and customer service. 

c) Compact -- It is quite compact and can be carried 

anywhere you want. 

d) Remote service switching -- Meters can be switch ON 

or OFF in case of reoccurring non-payment issues. 

e) Easy to use -- As mention before the controlling part is 

easy it can be operated from pc just by clicking on 

particular instruction shown in GUI screen. 

f) Transparency -- The customer can track their electric 

power usage more effectively. 

g) Multiple applications can be used in housing society, 

office building as well as at industrial sites and can also 

be used for various other applications such as in 

temperature measurement in mines. 

VI. APPLICATIONS 

(AMMRS) that is Automatic Multiple Meter Reading 

System is an effective and cost efficient method of meter 

reading in a housing society and residential areas. This 

system is very much helpful for the offices which are having 

many of their office branches. In such case, the entire meter 

reading data’s can be taken and stored at their main office. 

This system can also be installed at hydraulic power stations 

to check the amount of water used. It can also be used by 

municipal co-operation to check the unit amount of water 

supplied to building and complexes. It can also be used by 

other industries who needs their respective parameters to be 

checked such as electricity, steam, water and petrol. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

So from this we finally concluded that, for the speedily 

growing world, everything has to be fast, sophisticated, 

accurate, and precise and all this requirement in electric 

power meter reading field is full filled by this system. The 

AMMR system takes the advantage of existing GSM 

infrastructure thus reducing implementation cost, simple and 

easy installation of GSM Power Meter at consumer side.  
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